A bs t m e t
Introduction
Control of nonholonomic :systems has become a popular topic in robot control over the past ten years [l] . A mechanical constraint which cannot be rep- resented as an algebraic equation, g ( q , t ) = 0 ( t : time, q : generalized coordinate), is called a nonholonomic constraint. Robotics researchers mainly deal with nonholonomic systems wi th nonin tegrable velocity constraints. Typical examples of such constraints are kinematic constraints wiGh rolling contact, e.g. wheeled vehicles [2, 31 and nonholonomic manipulators [4] , and dynamic constraints due to conservation of angular momentum, e.g. space robots [q 61.
In these examples, the constraint is represented as a Pfaffian form, h(q)il= 0 (1) and the state equation is in a drift-free affine form, 0-7803-6475-9/01/$10.008 2001 IEEE These types of nonholonomic systems have the following characteristics;
The system is often controllable and the system can reach any configuration.
The components of the input U are fewer than those of the state q .
The linear approximation of the system (2) is uncontrollable.
There exists 1x0 time-invariant state feedback law that stabilizes the system to an equilibrium state (Brockett's theorem [7] ).
Although (a) suggests the possibility of control, it involves difficulties such as (b), ( c ) and (d). On the contrary, such difficulties #of nonholonomic systems attract researchers' interest i n challenging theoretical problems rather than practical requirements. Therefore, most of the control methods proposed so far have aimed at complete automation where no h uman irtervenes.
As described above, control of nonholonomic systems is generally a difficult problem for a robot or a computer. However, there is controversy over whether all nonholonomic systems are difficult to control for a human. A wheel is one of the oldest inventions of humankind and has a long hisLory from ancien t times. We know that most people can commonly steer nonholonomic vehicles such as a bicycle, automobile and pushcart, even though some practice is necessary. On the other hand, we may assume that a space robot would be very difficult to operate for a human because we have no chance encounter such systems in our daily life. Thus, the nonholonomic systems of Eq. (2) include two types, i.e. "easy'' systems and "difficult" systems for a human to maneuver.
There have been few studies in robotics about inanmachine systems with nonholonomic constraints. Colgate et al.
[8] developed a haptic display using a nonholonomic mechanism. They also proposed applying the sa.me 1-tiec ha.nism to a motion guide in h uiiiaiirobot collaboration [Q, 101. Ta.naka. et al. [ll] analyzed the Ixhavior of a hu1na.n upper-lim b when a nonholonomic constraint is applied. We proposed a virtual nonho1onomic constraint for human-robot coopera.tive manipulation of a loiig object [la] . However, these studies do not directly intend to help a human to ma~neuver nonholouoniic systems.
111 this paper, we propose a human interface to a.id in nianeuveriiig iionholonoinic systems. W e utilize the human alili tJy of handling "easy" nonholonoinic systems for the humaii operation of "difficult" systems. This method would be useful in the rea,ltiiiie teleopera.tioir and nia.niia1 off-line progra.niming of nonholonomic systeius such as space robots. Moreover, the hummi's acla~ptal~ility in the control loop enables us to construct, a. robust; system. l h e res1 of lhis paper is orga.nixec1 as follows. In Section 2, we describe experinieiits on human operation or [,WO i,ypicd nonholonoinic systems. W e show that tliere exist, easy systems and difficult systems for a human lo maneuver. In Sectioii 3 , we propose an interfa.ce 1,ha.t helps a huina,n to maneuver the difficult systems. The "difficult" real system is con verted into mi "easy" virtual system using coordinate and input tl.a,iisfol.r-ti;l.lioti. The human operator apparently controls tlie virlual system while operating the real system. In Sect,ion 4, we experimentally demonstrate the effectiveness on proposed method. In ijliis section, we describe experiments we conducted in which the huma.n operators maneuver two typica.1 ~ionholonoi~~ic systems, a single wheel and a spa.ce robot, in a simulator. By compa.ring those maneuvering cha.ra.cleristics, we verified that the difficulty i r i liu tnan operation varies depending on the system.
First, we deal with a single wheel as a nonholonomic syst,eni wliich can be expected to be ea,sy to maneuver for a human (Fig. 1) The control inputs to the system ( 3 ) are forward/ backwarcl velocity U and angular velocity w . Since we use a coiiipuler inouse for the input device, we modify is given proportional to the velocity of the mouse.
On the other lia.nd, we consider a free-flying space robot as an .example of' a difficult system for a h timan to operate. The robot is a simple planar iiiodel in Fig. 2 . The arm has a rotational and a prismatic joints. The rotational axis of the arm coincides with the center of the body mass. The arm is assumed to be massless and has a point mass of M at its end. The inomen t of inertia of the body about the center of mass is I, and the length of the arm is I . The orientation of the body in the absolute frame is 4, and the angle of the arm relative to the body is 4. The initia.1 angular inomen tun1 is assumed to be zero. The state equation of this space robot is;
The control inputs are the angular velocity of the arm relative to the body, 7 , and the stretching velocity of the arm, A.
The movements of the arm end and the computer mouse are synchronized. Whtii the translation of body due to the arm motion i:j neglected, the posit] of the arm end is;
in the absolute frame. The velocity of the arm end workspace of the arm is limited within 1 < 1 < 2 a -7r/2 < 4 < 7r/2. These limits are also disp1a.y The initial state of the space robot is ($0, $0, l o ) = ( 7 r / 4 ,~/ 4 , 1 . 5 ) and the desired state is ( 4 
The experimental data were evaluated with the minimum square error to the desired state, min(error') , the mean square error during the experiment, $ ,U' error2&, and the time interval, T,, until the square error was reduced below the threshold value. The square error is calculated as e: , * = ' for the single wheel, and as e$$,,
An example of the positioning of the single wheel is shown in Pig. 5. Table I shows the evaluated data for each operator. The data are the average of five trials.
The threshold for the positioning is e& < 0.001. All of the operators finished positioning the wheel within 6 sec and it reached the desired configuration precisely.
The operators hardly required practice before under- In cont,rasl;, none of the operators could rotate the body of the space robot at first. The basic behaviors of the robot; were additionally expla.ined t80 the opemtors: the arm rotation causes the reverse rotation of the body clue to the reaction torque, and that the body rotalion i ncrea.ses according to the arm length. After the explanation, the operators could understa'nd tha,t the circular iiiotion of the arm end results in the body rotation, a i d they could operate the robot close to Llie desired state. However, the operators sometimes rota,ted the body in reverse direction, missing the direclion of' the circular motion of the arm. The fine rota.l,ion of the body near the desired state was very difficiilt,, because the operators could not know the relation between the size of the arm motion and the a.iigle of the body rotation. Fig. 6 shows an example of I,he positioning of the space robot. Table 2 shows the :ivera.ged evalua.tion data, for each operaator.
The threshold for the positioning is e&L < 0.001.
The numerical data cannot be coinpared simply because Ihe sti~ictures of the systems are quite different. However, it is evident that the space robot was much more cliflicult t o maneuver than the single wheel. There are several reasons for this difficulty. First, a. human does not naturally have the skill to operate a. space robot because such a system is not encountered in ordiiia,ry life. Next, the arm motion and the Table 2 : Experimental results (space robot) body rotation are related through the inertial parameters, M and I. Those para.meters were not visua.lly expressed and the operators could not make strategies to maneuver the robot based on a displayed image. In case of the single wheel, the operators could visually understand the direction of the constraint,, and they could plan the operation predicting the response to the input.
3 Huinan in terface via system transformat ion
In the previous section, we verified that there are both easy and difficult noiiholonomic systems for h Uman to maneuver, even though they are both represented as Eq. (2). Here we propose a human interface to maneuver the difficult systems utilizing the human skill to deal with the easy systems.
Transformation in to virtual system
Let us consider two iionholonomic systems,
The numbers of the states, q and z, and the nuinhers of the inputs, U and v , are same, respectively.
W e assume t1ia.t system (10) and system (11) can be coiiverted to each other with i,he coordinate transformation,
and the input transformation, Where, (12) and (13) 
an.
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From Eq. (10) and the above equation, If there exist a ( q ) and P ( q ) that satisfy this equation, systems (10) and (11) arr equivalent and can be mutually converted.
Here, system (10) is assumed to be easy to m a i mver for a human, while system (11) is difficult. W e consider the problem of a human steering the system (11) to the desired state zd. The current state x and the desired state xd of the real system (11) are converted into the current state q and the desired state qd of the virtual system ( l o ) , respectively, using the inverse transformation of Eq. (12), and are displayed to the operator. In addition, the inequality constraints such as obstacles and motion limits on system (1 1) are similarly converted into the constraints on system (10) and displayed. On the other hand, the input U , which the operator gives to system (10) based upon the displayed state, is converted into the input to system (13) according to Eq. (13) (Fig. 7) . The operator can t,hen maneuver the real system (11) feeling as if he or she were operating ihe virtual system (10). When Inhe virtual system (10) reaches the desired state q d , the real system (11) also reaches the desired state z d .
This method is similar to the operational space controller of a robot manipulator. It is difficult for a human to position the tip of the manipulator by controlling each joint. However, a human can intuitively maiieuver the iiiaiiipulator by converting the Cartesian position command in to the joint angles while watching the tip position in the Cartesian frame. 
Transformation via canonical form
It is a difficult prohleni to find a(q) and p(q) from Eq. (15) for the conversion between general iionholonomic systems. Hence, we considered system transformation through a chained form, which is often studied as a canonical form for iioiiholonomic systems [a] . Let us assmile that two noiiholononiic systems with t WO inputs,
WU., E 8) (18) can be converted into an identical chained system, using the coordinate and input transformations,
From Eqs. (20) and (21) [4] and space robot [5, 61, can lie equivalent to a chained form. The iiiethocl in this section can be used to transform among these nonliolonoiiiic systems.
4 Experiiiie rts W e a.pplicd tlie method described in Section 3 to the two exii111ples in Section 2 and constructed an interfa.ce for hriman opera.tion. The control object is the space robot,, which was difficult to maneuver in the experiments i i i Section 2. W e transformed it into a virtual single wheel, which is easy to handle, through a chained form. The virtual wheel is used for the human interface of tlisp1a.y and input. W e conducted experiments ogera.ting the spa.ce robot a,nd demonstrated that t,he opemtion performance wa,s improved compared with the direct operation in Section 2.
Coilversion between space robot and single wheel
First, we convert the single wheel system of Eq. (3) into a c1ia.i tiecl form by coordinate transformation, { $3 = z s i n 6 -y s i n 6
ancl i 11 put 1 r ansfor m a t ion,
Differetitia.itiiig Eg. (26) and substituting Eqs. ( 3 ) and (27), as 3-state 2-input cha.inec1 form,
is obtained.
On the other hand, the space robot system of Eq. (5) can lie Converted into the same chained form (28) aiid input transformation,
The current state (4,$,1) (29) and (31), and are displayed to the operator. The motion limit of tlie arm, 
The input (.,U) to the single wheel is converted into the input (?],A) to the space robot according to Eqs.
(27) and (33).
The above system transformation ena.bles the operator to maneuver the space robot feeling as though he or she were steering the single wheel. This method can be applied to any nonholonomic system tha.t can be converted into a 3-state 2-input chained foriii (28). Fig. 8 shows the image displayed to the opera.tor. In addition to the wheel a.nd the a.rm, the motion limit of the wheel corresponding to that of the space robot was displayed. The velocity input proportional to the mouse velocity was given to the pivot. The data of five trials for 20 sec were recorded for each of the four operators in the sa.me way as in Section 2. The initial and desired states are T,, before e&,l < 0.001. Table 3 shows the data for each operahr. Fig. 10 shows a cornparison of Ihe results of this method and the di.rect operation in Section 2 . The proposed interface leads to a p p r e n t l y the same operation as the single wheel. The operators were able to understand immediately h w to move the object to the desired state. Fine positioning near the desired state was also easy. The conipa.risoii in Fig. 10 shows improvements in the precision and quickness of the positioning, even though there were some individual variations. Conclusions W e proposed a method to convert a nonholonomic system difficult to operate for a human, e.g. a space robot, into an easy system to mnncuver, c.g. a wheel, and use it as a human interface for display and input. The future subjects for this study are as follows;
Experimental results
Here, we empirically chose ;t single wheel as an easy nonholonomic system. We have to consider the difficulty criteria for operating more general nonholonomic systems including systems with more states and inputs, so that we can find what, types of nonholonomic systems are easy to maneuver.
We converted the real nonholonomic system into a virtual system through a chained form. A transformation without using the chained form is necessary to apply this inethod to a wider class of nonholonomic systems.
